Results of ISO/SC22 Plenary Session in Berlin - 9/89

- C++ status presented to SC22
- Resolution Ratified by SC22
  - Expresses the interest of ISO in C++
  - Asks US delegation to draft a new work item for C++
  - Asks US to supply a convener
- Issues
  - Compatibility with C
  - What is the relationship between X3J11 and X3J16?
- ISO WG on C++ should start by late 1990
Results of ISO/SC22 Plenary Session (cont)

- Many SC22 members were upset with recent X3 decisions on FORTRAN
- Some SC22 members felt X3J11 did not adequately address ISO concerns
  - X3J11 standard approved "under duress" by ISO
  - Work begins immediately on an addendum to X3J11
- SC22 favors "synchronized" standard development with X3
  - Joint meetings between ISO WG and X3 committee
  - Parallel voting of ISO/ANSI standard